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Dr. Mark established a creative track to run in tandem with the didactic track

Creative track affords students a variety of platforms from mobile, quadcopters, and 
microprocessors, including components, etc…

*** common platforms are …. 
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Arduinos, mobiles, raspberry pis, robotoics platforms such as microdrones and UAVs

*** And an example of kit components
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Components vary, there are sensors, there are actuators, you could build a variety of 
bots or projects

*** Dr. Mark’s aim’s were for students to collect data….
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*** with this in mind Dr. Mark reached out to academic staff…
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*** MEWGs membership is wide, and growing….
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*** Here in the school….
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*** and across the university…
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*** and in addition there are external members….
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*** to this end, members in LJMU wanted to promote a ‘maker ethos’
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*** this fundraising has enabled a number of activities…
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*** lets take a look at each of these in a little more detail
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*** what have other universities established?
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Just past it’s second year, annual report is available : 
http://www.instituteofmaking.org.uk/blog/2015/04/institute-of-making-second-year-
report 
Material Library
Workshop
Public events
Private events
Full scope from electronics to fabrication

*** so what were we at LJMU MEWG up to?
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*** further a field recon. 
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Operated by school of computer science, breaking the barrier to code…

*** time to hit the road again…
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NSP, ADA, CMS all heavily represented…

*** maker faire uk is….
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BUSY – 10,000 people over two days

*** in total 10 people exhibited on the HEdWorks stall
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Staff and students promoting MakerEd

*** remaining in liverpool
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We took makerEd on the road 
utilising the CMS maker kit

*** what we have
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*** which can be demo’d
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*** or used for a variety of projects
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Call especially for final year students, get them to fill in the form!!!- interested 
researchers, or module leaders should contact Brett.

*** where can students, and individuals become makers? The answer…
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In LJMU we want to foster co-creation, collaboration, holistic final year projects where 
multiple students, across multiple schools and faculties can create something 
independently that can become a whole-

Think – a place where - a software engineer, product designer, graphic designer, and 
someone who has identified a problem can create a high quality protype for their 
degree…

*** where are the makerspaces in the UK?
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*** Where are the makerspaces in universities?
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Not many!

https://twitter.com/SayBeano/lists/university-makerspaces

*** hedworks / HEdSpace is US! And we are…
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Here- Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays through term time….but we want a permanent 
space….

Also specialists and some equipment can’t be moved, needs risk assessments, training 
and / or supervision…

*** so to tackle this…
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Please share this with anyone in LJMU who you know has cool kit that people outside of 
their school /  department could use…

*** so what’s next….
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http://lpoolmakefest.wordpress.com

*** what’s at Liverpool makefest?! Well…
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Which we won…
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